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Workload vs. Caseload

O

nce upon a time, there was a
graduate student/speech-language
pathology assistant learning her way
through the roles and responsibilities of
school-based speech-language pathology.
With the help of her supervising speechlanguage pathologist, she made her
speech schedule for the caseload she was
assigned, scheduled her first meeting
and soon learned the daunting task of
completing paperwork. How on earth
was she ever going to remember all of
these forms? And what was a conference
summary? Her supervisor smiled, patted
her back, and assured her that after a few
hundred of these meetings, she would be
completing them in her sleep.
Fast forward eight years and my
supervisor was right. Sometimes, I even
complete paperwork in my dreams. I
see the overwhelmed look on graduate
students’ faces when I explain all the
necessary paperwork for meetings,
and recall my own disbelief when I was
learning the process. I soon learned that
being a school-based SLP meant much
more than pulling students away from the
classroom to work on their speech goals
twice a week for 30 minutes. It involved

much, much more than that. Screenings,
response to intervention, observations,
referrals, evaluations, treatment plans,
progress notes, scheduling, rescheduling,
Medicaid billing, etc. Some days were
spent cancelling sessions in order to fit in
meetings, making up sessions whenever
possible and secretly hoping that a
student may be absent so I could write
evaluation reports. The stress and burnout was overwhelming some days. Then
I was introduced to the workload model
at a conference I attended two years ago
and it changed everything.
The workload model allows you to
schedule time within your month for
evaluations, meetings and paperwork
– all without missing services with
students. The 2013-2014 school year was
the pilot year my district implemented
the workload model. Our district’s SLPs
met along with our director of special
education to plan three weeks of direct
services and one week of indirect
services for our caseloads. We began
changing our services times from weekly
to monthly. The indirect weeks were
Continued pg. 3
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President’s Message
“A great strategy meeting is a meeting of minds.” – Max McKeown

Tammy Cranfill, PhD, CCC-SLP
KSHA President

M

eetings. I don’t know about you,
but it seems meetings last forever
and show up when least expected.
There are exceptions.

7. Approved a reduced membership rate
for those completing a CD graduate
degree (must apply within 30 days of
graduation).

Your KSHA Executive Council (EC) met
in early October to review Policy and
Procedure documents as well as to
realign our activities with the ongoing
KSHA Strategic Plan. EC members met
for seven hours on Saturday and two
additional hours on Sunday to get this
work completed. What a self-less group
you have representing you! While nine
hours in meeting mode might strike
fear and angst in the hearts of many, the
time went by quickly! Members were
thoughtful, compassionate, insightful
and focused throughout. Below are a
few of the topics addressed:

8. Exploration of the certificate of need
requirements for multi-practitioner
businesses.

1. Exploration and development of online
continuing education opportunities
for members.
2. Continued work toward development of
a Response to Intervention document
through the Kentucky Department of
Education.
3. Continued work on legislative efforts
to gain budgeted support for the salary
supplement for school practitioners.
4. Continued expansion and updating
of the KSHA website and other
social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram). [Doesn’t it look great?]
5. Continued refinement and expansion
to electronic format for the KSHA
Communicator.
6. Continued development for a student
advocacy day in Frankfort with
representation from each university;
students will offer hearing screenings
to legislators.
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We have filled positions that have
remained vacant for some time. Meg
Adkins (AuD) will be serving as our
Audiology Chair. Meg works in the
Audiology Department at the University
of Kentucky (UK Healthcare) with her
practice interests being in cochlear
implants, diagnostic audiology and
hearing aids. We also have filled the
Student Liaison position on EC. Virginia
White is a first-year graduate student at
Eastern Kentucky University. This position
will rotate year to year to permit students
from each university program to serve
over time. Note that many of the listed
items include the word “continued.”
Once topics are on our radar, EC pursues
and refines until complete. Salary
supplement, for example. EC pledges
to continue a strategic pursuit until it
is included as a line item in the state
budget. During the recent budget cycle,
it made it through the House, but failed in
the Senate. EC will always work toward
clearer and accessible communication
with membership. Never doubt that we
continue to work behind the scenes to
achieve membership
goals whether you
hear us grinding out
the effort or not.
When needed, we
will have a “call to
arms” on issues
requiring immediate
responses. However,
it is also true that we
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work toward knowledgeable, researched
responses prior to responding to avoid
over-reaction on any issue.
The theme for the 2015 Convention is
Communication: The Possibilities are
Endless. KSHA is following through
with possibilities by having an interprofessional practice topic day on
Saturday. Mary Guerriero Austrom will
present on best practice for working
with dementia. She is a professor
in the Department of Psychiatry at
Indiana University with interests
and research focus on patients with
dementia. We hope to have PT and OT
colleagues join us during Saturday’s
sessions. Aimee Dietz teaches at the
University of Cincinnati and specializes
in neurogenic communication disorders
and augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC); she will be
doing two sessions, one for aphasia
and AAC, the other for ALS and AAC.
Devin McCaslin is a world renowned
audiology expert in vestibular disorders
from Vanderbilt University. These are
only a few of the outstanding presenters
we have for you. The program line up
promises to be relevant to everyone
throughout the Convention.
So, meetings. Put this one on your
calendar – February 25-28th. The 2015
KSHA Convention will be a meeting
worth attending!

Workload vs. Caseload
Continued from pg. 1

set aside to schedule due process
meetings, complete evaluations, write
reports, bill Medicaid and collaborate
with teachers. We were able to reserve
the indirect week to observe students
within their classroom for carryover,
consult with teachers and assist in
making classroom modifications for
communication. Our district found
many benefits by making the switch
to a workload approach. Stress levels
decreased, we were more visible in
the classrooms, meetings were not
cancelling important speech sessions,
students were receiving the services
more consistently and the quality of
service improved due to the allowance
of time to plan with teachers.
I conducted a research study recently
as a part of my Rank 1 coursework

at Western Kentucky University. A
survey was sent out to approximately
150 school-based SLPs within the
Green River Regional Educational
Cooperative. Results found that the
majority felt caseloads were too high
and the workload of a school-based SLP
was not taken into consideration when
assessing the size of their caseloads.
When asked how many hours per week
was spent completing paperwork,
nearly 42% reported they spent an
average of four to six hours per week,
and 50% reported seven or more hours
were spent on paperwork alone. Ideally,
the majority reported that a caseload
of 41-50 would be manageable. The
current caseload cap is 65 students
in Kentucky. Completing the roles and
responsibilities for 65 students and

doing them well is simply not realistic
in my opinion. School-based SLPs
must advocate for a better balance in
workload and caseload. I have been
fortunate enough to implement this
model within my work environment.
I did not realize I could enjoy my job
even more, but knowing that I have a
schedule that allows me to complete all
that I need to, makes it more enjoyable.
The workload model may just be the
change you are looking for if you are
feeling burned out and stressed from
never crossing things off of that neverending “to-do list.” I know it was for me.
Denisha Kirby is a school-based SLP in
Simpson County, Kentucky where she serves
the preschool and kindergarten population.

Securing a Strong Recommendation
Kelly Kleinhans, PhD
Murray State University

I

n institutions across the state students
in communication sciences disorders
programs are approaching faculty,
advisors, mentors and employers
for recommendations for admission
to graduate school. According to the
2013 Higher Education Survey over
1,000 students applied for admission
across the state of Kentucky at the five
institutions offering graduate degrees in
the field of speech-language pathology,
which includes Eastern Kentucky
University, Murray State University,
University of Kentucky, University
of Louisville and Western Kentucky
University. Unfortunately, only 188
of these applicants are selected for
admission. Selection committees have
a tough job choosing among applicants
when the top candidates all present
with equivalent GPAs and GREs. This
is why giving thoughtful consideration
to securing strong individualized
recommendation letters is warranted.

For starters, select recommenders
that can provide more than a letter of
support. Select individuals who can
write to your academic potential, your
dispositions and may even be able
to address your areas of need in a
positive way. Make sure when asking
for a recommendation, you ask for a
good one. You don’t want any surprises
as you put your application forward.
Remember this letter is more important
to you than it is to the recommender;
faculty are asked to write many more
of these than they have time for and
others outside the discipline may
not recognize how competitive the
process is. Therefore, to get what
you need give your recommender
what they need. Provide a folder with
specific instructions and information
including which schools they are
writing to, due dates and information
on how to submit the recommendation.
Provide academic and personal

information to your recommender to
save them time and encourage them to
write an individualized recommendation
letter. In essence, make it easy for
them to spend more time writing a
strong recommendation and less time
thinking about what to write. Finally,
as a professional courtesy, consider
following up with a written thank you
note. Gifts are not necessary nor are
they appropriate, but taking the time
to write a hand written note may
help encourage the recommender to
personalize your letter.
Good Luck!
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AuD Thomas

H

i. I’m AuD Thomas. Don’t confuse
me with Dean Koontz’s character
“Odd Thomas,” although now that
I think about it, we do have some
similarities. I am a little odd but aren’t
we all? You would probably relate to me
more along the lines of Sheldon Cooper
in the Big Bang Theory. He has some
quirks, likes things the way he likes
them, isn’t afraid to be brutally honest
and most importantly knows his stuff.
That’s me too. Just replace the physics
with audiology. So you’ll see me in
your Communicator from time to time
to answer your audiological questions.
Here’s the question that roped me into
this whole columnist thing:

Aud Thomas,
I’m an SLP and a mom, and I’m
worried about my kids and my speech
kids overusing ear buds that are too
big for their ear canals. I’ve heard that
kids can lose their hearing, damage
their ear drums and even mess up
the development of their outer ear
anatomy by wearing ear buds all the
time. Is there any truth to this? What
do I tell parents so that they can
protect their kids from any negative
side effects of big ear buds?
– Concerned Speech Mom
CSM,
My name is AuD Thomas. Capital D. Like
Captain D’s … but not. Also, that is a lot
you’ve heard. Some of it is true. Some
cannot yet be concluded. According
to the American Speech-LanguageHearing Association (2014), 75% of

children age eight and under have
access to a mobile device and nearly
40% of kids under age two have used
some type of mobile device. Shockingly
enough, one in six adolescents has
been diagnosed with a high-frequency
hearing loss. A study by the Kaiser
Family Foundation (2010) found that
children ages eight to 18 dedicate more
than 53 hours every week to a smart
media device. There are only 168 hours
in an entire week, people! If kids sleep
an average of eight hours of those 168
(and we know that adolescents often
need more sleep than that) then you
are down to 112 waking hours. That
means kids are spending roughly 47%
of their time on smart devices. Also,
just a thought, that survey is four years
old. The numbers have likely increased
with the prevalence of iPod and iPad
integration in the classrooms.
iPod and MP3 possession has tripled
over the past five years. See what I
mean? Ear buds can produce up to 110
dB of sound, which can damage hearing
with only 30-45 minutes of exposure
(Stromberg, 2014)! Since the ear buds
are inserted directly into the ear canal,
the sound travels immediately to the
sensitive hair cells of the inner ear. Young
people listen to an average of three
hours of music every day (EVERY DAY)
and an article published in the Journal
of the American Academy of Audiology
(2011) found 17% of adolescents used
ear bud volume levels that increased the
risk of noise-induced hearing loss over

time. I have self-diagnosed misophonia,
meaning I find a variety of sounds
unbearable (listening to others chew
food, namely). Imagine my torment as
an audiologist with misophonia when
I am seated next to a teen blasting
Nicki Minaj through her ear buds! Also,
anacondas couldn’t care less whether a
person has pastries with them … but
I digress. So the short answer is: Yes,
prolonged use of ear buds at intense
volume levels can cause hearing loss.
Regarding parents, educate them about
the “80-90 rule” wherein children must
listen to their devices at no more than
80% volume with 90-minute breaks
after 30-45 minutes of listening. Various
devices allow the user to specify a
maximum volume level—designate the
max volume of your child’s devices.
As a self-proclaimed lover of research,
I spent many hours exploring the
connection
between
outer
ear
development and improperly sized ear
buds. At publication, I was unable to
locate any verifiable research addressing
this topic. We do know the middle ear
reaches adult size before birth with the
outer ear reaching adult size when the
child is approximately eight years old. I
can offer this comparison – would you
put your child’s size five foot in a size
three shoe? Comparatively, would you
put your adult-sized ear bud in your six
year old’s ear?
Do you want to ask AuD Thomas a question?
Submit it to write4ksha@gmail.com with
the subject “AuD Thomas.”

Connect With KSHA

V

isit the KSHA website, www.ksha.info, and make sure your KSHA membership is up-to-date.
Log on to the Member Center of the website, enter your Last Name and your Member Number.
Once logged in, you are able to edit your membership information, such as mailing address, email
address, professional information and more.
The Member Center also gives you access to renew your membership, register for an event at the member discounted rate, search
for a member, access member-only resources and print your membership card.
Be sure to check out the Full-Color KSHA Communicator online at www.ksha.info.
Follow KSHA on Twitter at https://twitter.com/kyspeech and Facebook
at https://www.facebook.com/KYSPEECH.
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Client Safety and Telepractice
Lyn R. Covert, PhD

Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Lexington, Kentucky
Introduction

E

very day, thousands of errors occur
in health care systems (Institute of
Medicine, 2003). Medical emergencies,
falls, psychological emergencies and
unsafe events can cause harm to those
seeking services in health care systems.
In traditional settings, personnel are
available to assist in summoning help for
those involved in emergency situations.
Client safety requires a health care
system that can respond in a timely
manner to emergencies.
Telepractice is a health care
delivery system which must
also be implemented in a
manner that ensures client
safety and prevents harm.
Safety and quality cannot be
separated, thus health care
professionals must provide
a culture of safety for clients
served via telepractice as well
as in-person (Department of
Veterans Affairs, 2013).
The
American
Speech-LanguageHearing Association (ASHA) Code of
Ethics states “Individuals shall honor
their responsibility to hold paramount
the welfare of persons they serve
professionally (ASHA, 2010).” The use of
telepractice to provide speech-language
and audiology services obligates
clinicians to think about delivery of
services in a setting where a clinician is
not physically present.
Evidence supporting the efficacy of
telepractice continues to be forthcoming
(Lemaire, Boudrias & Greene, 2001;
Georgeadis, Brennan & Baron, 2004;
Mashima, Birkmire-Peters, Syms, Holtel,
Burgess & Peters, 2003; Theodoros,
Constantinescu, Russell, Ward, Wilson
& Wootton, 2006; Boisvert, Hall,
Andrianopoulos & Chaclas, 2012). Not
only do clinicians desire ways to provide
efficacious treatment, but client safety
is critically important as we strive to
provide speech-language and audiology

services which are convenient and
accessible. Emergency situations may
arise in a client’s home or remote clinic
during a telepractice session. A plan to
manage such situations should be in
place and practiced before they occur.
Therefore, prior to initiating a telepractice
application, safety concerns for clients
should be considered. Whether in a client’s
home or a remote clinic, a number of steps
can be taken to prepare for emergencies,
possibly eliminating unsafe conditions.

be considered. Although client safety
may not have been considered when
conducting in-person treatment in
the past, it must now be considered
and preparations made in case the
unthinkable happens. Telepractice has
many potential and exciting uses, but it
is the responsibility of speech-language
pathologists to make sure the safety
and security of the clients is of utmost
importance. Telepractice should never
be referred to as “better than nothing”
but when using this technology strides
should be made to provide the
same high quality service and
safety assured in any in-person
encounter.
Disclaimer
These contents do not represent
the views of the Department of
Veterans Affairs or the United
States Government.
References

These include locating emergency
numbers and available persons to assist
in an unsafe or emergency situation.
Telepractice to Remote Clinical Sites
Telepractice from clinic to remote clinic
can be a safe, effective way to provide
speech and language services with a
few preliminary safety measures. In
most cases, clients are escorted to the
therapy room and left alone or with an
accompanying family member.
Telepractice to Client’s Home
Telepractice to a client’s home via the
Internet can also carry a certain level of
risk that should be given consideration
and pre-planning.
Conclusion
As speech-language pathologists and
audiologists move into the telepractice
arena, all aspects of delivering speechlanguage and audiology services must

American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association. (2010). Code of ethics.
Available from www.asha.org/policy.
Boisvert, M., Hall, N., Andrianopoulos,
M., & Chaclas, J. (2012). The multi-faceted
implementation of telepractice to service
individuals with autism. International
Journal of Telerehabilitation, 4(2), 11-24.
Department of Veterans Affairs. (2013).
Emergency procedures for CVT into the
home. Available from www.telehealth.
va.gov.
Georgeadis, A., Brennan, D., Baker, L.,
& Baron, C. (2004). Telerehabilitation
and its effect on story retelling by
adults with neurogenic communication
disorders. Aphasiology,18, 639-652.
To read the FULL article with examples, learner
outcomes and to access the full list of references,
go to the KSHA Communicator online at http://
ksha.info/index.php/communicator. Please don’t
miss this important information!
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Excellent Externship Student
Rebecca Broyles, MS, CCC-SLP

Bowling Green Independent School District and Western Kentucky University
s speech-language pathologists,
across settings, clientele and levels of
a friend. Find a way to accomplish the
our scope of practice is
experience and there were common
task within the allotted window with
broad and our opportunities for
characteristics that resounded as
fidelity.
employment are vast with diversity
important attributes.
Interpersonal skills. On a daily
in clientele as well as needs. This
What
attributes
describe
an
basis, we interact with adults,
is a most excellent benefit of the
exceptional externship student?
children, therapists, counselors,
profession
promoting
constant
physicians, nurses, parents, siblings
Enthusiastic. Sometimes it is
opportunity for continued growth as
and even the occasional SLP. Often,
described as “willingness,” “zeal” or
well as decreasing the likelihood of
all of these individuals could be
“want to.” These are the individuals
interest atrophy. On the other hand,
collaborating on behalf of one
that do not give excuses, but they
this broad spectrum of knowledge
client! Without strong interpersonal
give results. They focus on the
across the life span and domains
skills, the client is the one who
solution, not the problem. They ask,
of communication and swallowing
suffers as we limit our collaborative
“May I?” rather than, “Do I have
can be overwhelming. Externship
atmosphere, professional growth
to?” They come to the job with a
students, after newly acquiring
and gestalt treatment opportunity.
ready-to-work attitude.
knowledge, are expected to go out
An externship student must be
into the wide world under the wing
Flexible. The most wonderful
able to collaborate and respond to
of an experienced speech-language
thing about our job is that no day
supervisory feedback in order to
pathologist and gain “rubber meets
is the same. There will always be a
develop new skills as well as to grow
the road” application. Shortly
diagnosis that one has not known.
the practice of effective speech and
thereafter, these graduated students
Technology is constantly changing
language. As the ambassadors of our
are in search of a job, and often, if
and with it, our practice with AAC.
field, we carry the responsibilities of
there is opportunity, an excellent
Health care professionals, parents,
public education and public relations.
clinician may find a job opportunity
teachers and other therapists will
What
makes
an
exceptional
from their externship experience.
make demands of our services
externship
student?
The
same
It’s important for the growth of the
and time in an effort to collaborate.
attributes
that
make
an
exceptional
profession, clinical competency
Externship students must be
employee. The same attributes that
and future employment that one
flexible in order to accommodate
make an excellent speech-language
has his/her best foot forward as an
the demands of the job, and most
pathologist. It is not the student with
externship student.
importantly, in order to differentiate
the most knowledge and giving the
as needed for each individual client.
What makes an outstanding externship
right answers. It is doing whatever
Without flexibility to bend to these
student? What attributes are the
it takes to find the right solution for
demands, we may very well break!
ingredients for a successful placement
YOUR client. It is about listening to
experience and even a future potential
Responsible. This attribute speaks
the feedback of your team members
recommendation or job opportunity?
to
ones
professionalism
and
and supervisors to treat the WHOLE
Acknowledging that each supervisor
encompasses timeliness, paperwork,
client. It is about showing up on
has diverse preferences and priorities
and accountability. If you are given a
time, prepared and ready to learn as
I polled speech-language pathologists
task, do it. If you do not know how to
we begin the business of growing
do it, ask for help, open a book or phone
communication.

A
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Speak Out
Shelby Newland

Editor’s Note: Shelby is a 13-year-old
Rockcastle County student with a speech
delay. The article below is based on her
winning speech for her District’s 4-H
speech contest. Shelby delivered a powerful
message to kids with speech disorders
who may feel that their impairment limits
their ability to be heard. Visit The KSHA
Communicator online at http://ksha.info/
index.php/communicator to read her
speech in its entirety.

K

ids who have speech delays, I want
you to listen carefully to me. This
article is about how you can speak out,
work hard in school and do activities
in order to accomplish your goals. I
know it will be hard and you might have
trouble, but you can make lots of friends
and achievements. You have got to trust
me because I have a speech delay and
know how you feel.
Some kids are afraid to speak out.
Speaking out is especially challenging for
a kid with a speech delay. For example,
when I was in first grade, I used to hide
and not talk because I was shy about
talking. I was shy because I was afraid
someone might not understand me or
make fun of me. I used to not have many
friends because I would hide. When
I realized I had no friends, I stopped
hiding and made some friends. When I

had a rough time, my friends would help
me get through it.
Finally, at the end of my first grade year,
my friends gave me courage not to be
afraid and most important to do my
best. It took me a while but I realized
that I was not the only person in the
world to have a problem speaking. In
the Old Testament of the Bible, it states
that Moses was slow at talking. Moses
has a speech impediment! He went to
the Pharaoh of Egypt and said “Let my
people go!” He was not afraid to speak
out. Also, Julia Roberts has a stuttering
problem. She is a very successful
actress. Do you think she was afraid
to speak out? Kids: Don’t be afraid to
speak out either!
Kids who have speech delays—why not
work hard in school? A person in history
that proved working hard in school
helps accomplish your goals is Helen
Keller. She was a blind and deaf woman
who studied hard in order to learn
how to communicate with adults and

children. She was 13 years old before
she learned how to speak. When she
was an adult, she went around the
world (to 39 different countries to be
exact) visiting disabled, deaf and blind
children. She became a role model for
those children and even for us today.
Some kids are afraid of doing activities
like a speech contest or singing. When
I was in fourth grade, I was afraid of
doing the 4-H Speech Contest. I was
afraid the judges wouldn’t understand
me. When I asked my friend if I should
have participated in the speech contest,
he encouraged me to participate in the
4-H speech contest and I won at the
district level.
I have made many accomplishments
by speaking out, working hard in school
and doing activities. That makes me feel
awesome and proud. Who knows, you
might finish speech lessons before I do.
Kids: don’t let a speech delay interfere
with your goals! One more thing—keep
trying!

The New Praxis
Leigh Anne Roden-Carrier, EdD, CCC-SLP
Western Kentucky University

T

he
American
Speech-LanguageHearing Association made important
changes to the Praxis tests in speechlanguage pathology and audiology
effective September 2014. Students –
make sure you know what to expect.
Supervisors – please share this
information with your externship students.
The Praxis in speech-language pathology
has key differences regarding test format
(see inset). Questions are now divided
over three content categories including
Foundations and Professional Practice,
Screening, Assessment, Evaluation, and
Diagnosis, and Planning, Implementation,

and Evaluation of Treatment. The test
format for audiology remained the same
– 120 questions with a two-hour test time;
however, the test code changed from
0341 to 0342 (paper-based) and 5342

(computer-based) with a qualifying score
of 170 on the new scale (previously 600).
Visit
https://www.ets.org/praxis/asha/
requirements for a full list of requirements
and to register for the test.

Praxis in Speech-Language Pathology
“Old” Praxis

Test at a Glance

“New” Praxis

Questions

120

132

Time

2 hours

150 minutes

Test Code

0330/5330

5331

Passing Score

600

162

Delivery

Paper/Computer

Computer
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Upcoming Events

838 East High Street
Suite 263
Lexington, KY 40502

December 2014
Membership Renewals
Deadline
December 31, 2014

February 2015
KSHA Convention
Louisville, KY
February 25-28, 2015

April 2015
Student Research Grants
Deadline to submit
April 1, 2015

T

he KSHA Communicator
would love to hear from you!

Tell us what you think about our
new style.
Tell us what you want to READ
about in the upcoming issues.
If you have or are currently
working as an audiologist or
speech-language pathologist in
a medical setting, we would love
for you to tell us what we should
write. … Or better yet, go ahead
and write about your story, your
favorite new clinical strategy or
your amazing mentor!
Send your feedback, ideas,
suggestions for improvement
and articles to write4ksha@
gmail.com today!

